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Europe were among the first victims of
chemnical weapons use during World
War 1. However 1 ar n ot an expert on
chemnical weapons nor on the întricacied'
of the negotiations aimed at a com-
prehensive, verifiable ban on such
weapons. Faced with the diverse exper-
tise which you represent, it would be
presumptuous for me to offer advice or
evaluative comment on any particular
details of that negotiation. What 1 would
prefer to do is to locate the chemical
weapons negotiation in the broader arms
control and disarmament context at its
present juncture. From this 1 will attempt
to sketch out, with a tentativeness befît-
ting my profession, some inferences
about the significance of the 0W
negotiation, some of which may have
implications for the manner in which that
negotiation might best proceed.

From the perspective of those with an
iflterest in arms control, your meeting
Occurs at a more than usually auspicious
Moment. 1 refer of course to the recent
announcement by the USA and USSR of
their agreement in principle to ban
intermedlat,-ange nuclear missiles
giobally, as well as their agreement to
enter into negotiations relating to nuclear
tests. It has already become almost trite
to, Observe the historic significance of
the intermediate-range nuclear forces
(INF) agreement as the first which would
elimînate an entire class of nuclear
weaPons and which would for the f lrst
time cail for reductions in fluclear
arsenals, rather than mereîy limit the
build..up of such arsenals. It is slmllarly
belng widely observed that since the INF

areetwould effeot only a propor-
lionaîîy small reduction in the nuctear
arsenalS of the two countries, and would
not touch their central strategic arsenals,
th signillicance of the agreernent le
Plimffarily political rather than military.

trol negotiations and talks were for a
period suspended. Since that time, and
sometimes with painful slowness, not
oniy have aIl previously existing
channels for East-West discussion and
negotiation been reactîvated, they are
vibly being used to good effect. 1
wouîd note, for example, that the old,
sterile debate about capabîities versus
intent may now be behind us. There
now seems broad acceptance that
both matter and that each ought to
be addressed not through simple,
declaratory approaches but by concrete,
verifiable measures, if mutual confidence
is to be sustained.
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Another Important development of
recent years, I think, has been a growing
awareness on ail sides of a significant
interrelationship among various kînds of
arms control measures. To somne con-
siderable extent, this may be a positive
by-product of the intense INF debate and
related controversies of the past few
years. Already, the pending INF agree-
ment has triggered vigorous discussion
about the most desirable combination of
conventiorial and nuclear mllltary forces
which ought to be retalned in order to
preserve and strengthen stability in the
European theatre, a debate which will
predictably continue for some time. This
increased awareness of thie interrelation-
ship between conventional and nuclear
forces, particularly at the theatre level,
has doubtless been one of the factors
which has given impetus to the efforts to
formulate a mandate for negotiations
among members of the two major
alliances, within the Conference on
Security and Cooperation in Europe
(C80E) framework, on conventional
force levels in Europe. At the strategic
level, the USA and USSR have
recognized, in their own agreed
negotlating mandate, the importance of
giving attention to the balance between
offensive andi defensive forces. If we are
successful, over the comina period, in

SUIch observations are no doubt trLJe.
l'1Oiver the Political significance of thet'00*nty annoqjnced agreements relating
both to INF and nuclear tests should flot,in the Canadian vlew, b. construed in
any nrow sense, We ought to rcaJll

prosp,,ts for new armns control
agreeents were blealç in the extreme,Wtith the nadir occurring in late 1983 and(

*8'1iy 1984 when ail East-West arms con- secure unifla


